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Abstrat
We investigate the spetra of light salar and vetor glueballs in
a hologra desription of QCD with a dilaton bakground bulk
eld. In partiular, we study how the glueball masses depend on
the onditions on the dilaton bakground and on the geometry of
the bulk.
1 Introdution
A breakthrough in the attempt to understand strongly oupled Yang-Mills
theories is represented by the AdS/CFT orrespondene onjeture, stating
that a onnetion an be established between the supergravity limit of a
superstring/M-theory living on a d + 1 anti de Sitter (AdS) spae times a
ompat manifold and the large N limit of a maximally N = 4 superon-
formal SU(N) gauge theory dened in the d dimension AdS boundary [14℄.
However, the appliation of this onjeture to a theory suh as QCD is not
straightforward, being QCD neither supersymmetri nor onformal. Witten
proposed a proedure to extend duality to suh gauge theories [5℄: the on-
formal invariane is broken by ompatiation (the ompatiation radius
giving rise to a dimensionful parameter, namely the mass gap of QCD), while
supersymmetry is broken by appropriate boundary onditions on the om-
patied dimensions. The AdS geometry of the dual theory is then deformed
into an AdS-blak-hole geometry where the horizon plays the role of an IR
brane. In this (so-alled up-to-bottom) approah, analyses of the glueball
spetrum have been arried out, obtaining, for example, that the operator
TrF 2 in four dimensions orresponds to the massless dilaton eld in super-
gravity in ten dimensions, that the salar glueball with JPC = 0++ in QCD
is related to the dilaton propagating in the blak-hole geometry and its mass
is omputable by solving the dilaton wave equation [68℄. The numerial
results are lose to the available lattie data [9℄.
However, one ould adopt the strategy of investigating whih features the
dual theory should have in order to reprodue known QCD properties. In
this (so-alled bottom-up) approah, instead of trying to deform the high
dimensional theory to obtain a theory in 4d with similarities with QCD, one
begins with QCD and attempts to onstrut a ve dimensional holographi
dual. A hint to follow is that, although QCD is not itself a onformal theory,
it nevertheless resembles a strongly oupled onformal theory in the domain
where the quark masses are negleted and the oupling is approximately on-
stant (the possibility that the QCD β funtion has an infrared xed point is
disussed, e.g., in [10, 11℄). As pioneered by Polhinski and Strassler, it is
possible to implement duality in these nearly onformal onditions denin-
ing QCD on the four-dimensional boundary, and introduing a bulk spae
whih is a slie AdS5, the size of whih stands for an IR uto assoiated
to the QCD mass gap, the so-alled hard IR wall approximation [12℄. This
proedure was investigated in refs.[1317℄ with the alulation of the light
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hadron spetrum. Moreover, the glueball spetrum was studied onsider-
ing various boundary onditions of the assoiated 5d eld at the IR brane
[17℄. The stati QQ¯ potential was also worked out [18℄ together with hadron
wavefuntions and form fators [19℄. Besides, leaving the hard IR wall and
onsidering a bakground dilaton eld, it was shown that properties of QCD
an be reprodued, namely the Regge behaviour of light mesons [20℄, at odds
with what happens starting from a general string theory and attempting to
deform it [21℄.
Even though in the bottom-up approah αs orretions, running of the
oupling onstant, geometry of the ompat manifold whih should be on-
sidered together with AdS5, et., at present are left aside, there is the hope
that the main features of the dual theory an be identied.
The starting point is inspired by a priniple of the AdS/CFT orrespon-
dene, whih establishes a one-to-one orrespondene between a ertain lass
of loal operators (namely, the hiral primary operators and their superon-
formal desendants) in the 4dN = 4 superonformal gauge theory and super-
gravity elds representing the holographi orrespondents in the AdS5 × S5
bulk theory [24℄. Analogously, in the bottom-up approah one attempts to
onstrut a orrespondene between QCD loal operators and elds in the
AdS5 bulk spae. Although in this way the ve dimensional dual of QCD
ontains an innite number of elds, in orrespondene to the innite num-
ber of QCD operators, it was shown that, onsidering only few operators
relevant for hiral dynamis, a few properties in the light meson setor an
be obtained, namely the ρ meson spetrum, the axial-vetor meson spe-
trum, the ρpipi oupling and a few leptoni onstants, with a small number
of hadroni parameters .
In this note we onsider the spetrum of low-lying salar and vetor glue-
balls in the approah, proposed in [20℄, where the hard IR uto in the AdS5
spae is replaed by a smooth uto obtained introduing a dilaton bak-
ground bulk eld. In partiular, we study how the glueball masses depend
on the onditions on the bakground dilaton and on the bulk geometry, so
that they an be ompared to, e.g., lattie QCD or QCD sum rule results
[9, 22℄.
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2 Model for a 5d holographi dual of QCD
Following [20℄, we onsider a ve dimensional onformally at spaetime (the
bulk) desribed by the metri
gMN = e
2A(z)ηMN , ds
2 = e2A(z)(ηµνdx
µdxν + dz2) (1)
(M,N = 0, . . . 4), where ηMN = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), xµ (µ = 0, . . . 3) rep-
resent the usual spae-time (the boundary) oordinates and z is the fth
holographi oordinate running from zero to innity. The metri funtion
A(z) satises the ondition
A(z) −−→
z→0
ln
(
R
z
)
(2)
to reprodue the AdS5 metri lose to the UV brane z → 0; in the following
we put to unity the radius R. Besides, we onsider a bakground dilaton
eld φ whih only depends on the holographi oordinate z and vanishes
at the UV brane. By an appropriate hoie of the φ dependene in the IR
(large values of z) we onstrut a 5d model that an be onsidered similar
to a uto AdS spae: a smooth uto in the IR replaes the hard-wall IR
uto that would be obtained by allowing the holographi variable z to vary
to a maximum value zm ≃ 1
ΛQCD
. The introdution of a bakground dilaton
allows to avoid ambiguities in the hoie of the eld boundary onditions at
the IR wall.
To investigate the mass spetra of the QCD salar and vetor glueballs, we
onsider the two lowest dimension operators with the orresponding quantum
numbers and dened in the eld theory living on the 4d boundary:{
OS = Tr(F
2)
OV = Tr(F (DF )F )
(3)
(with D the ovariant derivative) having onformal dimension ∆ = 4 and
∆ = 7, respetively. The operator orresponding to the vetor glueball satis-
es the Landau-Pomeranhuk-Yang seletion rule [23℄. In the AdS/CFT or-
respondene the onformal dimension of a (p−form) operator on the bound-
ary is related to the (AdS mass)2 of its dual eld in the bulk as follows
[2, 3℄:
3
(AdS mass)2 = (∆− p)(∆ + p− 4) . (4)
In the following we assume that the mass m25 of the bulk elds is given by
this expression.
A 5dmassless salar eldX(x, z) an be onstruted as the orrespondent
of TrF 2, desribed by the ation in the gravitational bakground:
S = −1
2
∫
d5x
√−g e−φ(z) gMN(∂MX)(∂NX) (5)
with g = det(gMN). Salar glueballs are identied as the normalizable modes
of X satisfying the equations of motion obtained from (5), orresponding to
a nite ation.
For the spin 1 glueball, we introdue a 1-form AM desribed by the ation:
S = −1
2
∫
d5x
√−g e−φ(z)
[
1
2
gMNg STFMSFNT +m
2
5 g
STASAT
]
(6)
with FMS = ∂MAS − ∂SAM and m25 = 24, and study its normalizable modes.
Notie that the ation (6), with a dierent value of m25, desribes elds that
are dual to other operators in QCD, namely those desribing hybrid mesons
with spin one, whih is an expliit example of dierent QCD operators having
similar bulk elds as holographi orrespondents.
In the following Setion we disuss how the spetrum an be worked out.
However, before suh a disussion, it is interesting to omment on the pseu-
dosalar glueball, desribed in QCD by the ∆ = 4 operator OP = Tr(F ∧F ).
Identifying another 0-form in the bulk as the orrespondent of OP and de-
sribing it by the same ation (5), a degenerate mass spetrum would be
obtained for salar and pseudosalar glueballs, at odds with the results ob-
tained, e.g., in lattie QCD where it is found that the mass of the lightest
salar glueball is smaller than the mass of the lightest pseudosalar one
1
. A
way out to suh a degeneray issue ould be represented by the hoie of still
onsidering the relation (4) (keeping in mind that suh a relation rigorously
holds only in the AdS/CFT orrespondene onditions), and attempting to
desribe also the eld orresponding to the pseudosalar glueball by a mas-
sive 1-form AM . There is an indiation for that, sine in the top-to-bottom
1
A parity degeneray has been pointed out in the light baryon spetrum in the framework
of a holographi dual of QCD [13℄.
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approah the pseudosalar glueball is desribed by a massless R-R 1-form
[8℄. The onstrution followed in that approah is that, after a rst ompat-
iation of an 11d M-theory in AdS7 × S4, AdS/CFT establishes a duality
between a Type IIA string theory in AdS6×S4 and a low-energy eetive su-
persymmetri theory SU(N) desribed in terms of N oinident D4-branes.
On this 5d D4-brane worldvolume, the eld that ouples to TrF ∧ F is a
massless R-R 1-form Aρ, the oupling term reading as [4℄
1
16pi2
∫
d5x ερµναβAρFµνFαβ . (7)
Then, a seond ompatiation provides a non-supersymmetri model of
QCD in terms of N oinident D3-branes dual to the Type IIA string theory
in an AdS-Blak-Hole geometry. The mass spetrum of the pseudosalar
glueball is then determined by solving the equation of motion for the R-R
1-form in the 10d bulk1. We do not ontinue here in suh an analysis, sine
the issue of parity of various hadroni exitations deserves a dediated study.
3 Bakground elds
The metri funtion A(z) and the bakground dilaton eld φ(z) an be on-
strained. A onstraint to A(z) is the ondition (2) whih, together with the
requirement φ(z) −−→
z→0
0, allows to reprodue the AdS5 metri lose to UV
brane z ≃ 0. On the other hand, a suitable large z dependene of φ(z) an
be xed to reprodue the Regge behaviour of the low-lying mesons. The two
onditions 
φ(z)− A(z) −−→
z→0
ln z
φ(z)− A(z) −−−→
z→∞
z2
(8)
satisfy the two requirements: indeed, the rst ondition satises eq.(2), while
the seond one allows to reover the Regge behaviour of ρ resonanes, as
shown in [20℄. Moreover, the metri funtion A(z) must not have any on-
tribution growing as z2 at large z, a ondition oming from omputing the
masses of higher spin mesons [20℄.
1
The spetrum of the pseudosalar glueball has also been analyzed using a massive 3-form
of the 11d supergravity oupled to a ∆ = 9 operator of the 6d boundary theory [6℄.
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The simplest hoie onsistent with these onstraints
1
φ(z) = z2
A(z) = − ln z (9)
has been hosen to alulate the spetrum of mesons of spin S and radial
quantum number n, with the result: m2n = 4(n+ S) [20℄.
We use these expressions for the bakground dilaton and the metri fun-
tion to work out the glueball spetrum. The eld equations of motion ob-
tained from the ations (5)-(6) an be redued in the form of a one dimen-
sional Shrödinger equation in the variable z:
−ψ′′ + V (z)ψ = −q2ψ (10)
involving the funtion ψ(z) obtained applying a Bogoliubov transformation
ψ(z) = e−B(z)/2Q˜(q, z) to the Fourier transform Q˜ of the eld Q (Q = X,AM)
with respet to the boundary variables xµ. The funtion B(z) is a ombi-
nation of the dilaton and the metri funtion: B(z) = φ(z) − cA(z), with
the parameter c given by: c = 3 and c = 1 in ases of X and AM elds,
respetively. The ondition q2 = −m2 identies the mass of the normalizable
modes of the two elds.
Eq. (10) is a one dimensional Shrödinger equation where V (z) plays the
role of a potential. It reads as:
V (z) =
1
4
(B′(z))2 − 1
2
B′′(z) +
m25
z2
= V0(z) +
m25
z2
(11)
with
V0(z) = z
2 +
c2 + 2c
4z2
+ c− 1 . (12)
With this potential eq.(10) an be analytially solved. Regular solutions at
z → 0 and z →∞ orrespond to the spetrum:
m2n = 4n+ 1 + c+
√
(c+ 1)2 + 4m25 (13)
with n an integer (we identify it as a radial quantum number), while the
orresponding eigenfuntions read as:
1
We put to one the sale parameter multiplying z2 in the dilaton eld; mass preditions
will be given in units of this parameter.
6
ψn(z) = An e
−z2/2zg(c,m
2
5
)+1/2
1F1
(−n, g(c,m25) + 1, z2) (14)
with 1F1 the Kummer onuent hypergeometri funtion, An a normalization
fator, and g(c,m25) =
√
(c+1)2
4
+m25. From these relations we obtain the
spetrum of salar and vetor glueballs:
m2n = 4n+ 8 (15)
m2n = 4n+ 12 (16)
respetively.
A few remarks are in order. First, both the spetra have the same de-
pendene on the radial quantum number n as the mesons of spin S: this is
a onsequene of the large z behaviour hosen for the bakground dilaton.
Seond, both the lowest lying gueballs are heavier than the ρ mesons, the
spetrum of whih reads: m2n = 4n+4, as derived in [20℄. Finally, the vetor
glueball turns out to be heavier than the salar one.
Comparing our result to the omputed ρ mass, we obtain for the lightest
salar (G0) and vetor (G1) glueballs
m2G0
m2ρ
= 2
m2G1
m2ρ
= 3 (17)
whih implies that these glueballs are expeted to be lighter than as predited
by other QCD approahes [9℄. Moreover, the result m2G1−m2G0 = m2ρ predits
a lightest vetor glueball with mass below 2 GeV.
It is interesting to investigate how it is possible to modify the z depen-
dene of the bakground dilaton eld and of the metri funtion A, and how
the spetra hange, an issue disussed in the following Setion.
4 Perturbed bakground
There are other hoies for the bakground dilaton φ and the metri funtion
A whih satisfy the onstraints in (8) and may modify the preditions for the
salar and vetor glueball masses. As a matter of fat, it is possible to add
to the bakground elds terms of the type zα with 0 6 α < 2. Considering
the simplest ase: α = 1, this an be done in two dierent ways. Instead
7
of using (9), we an modify the dilaton eld inluding a linear ontribution
whih is subleading in the IR regime z →∞:
φ(z) = z2 + λz
A(z) = − ln z (18)
with λ a real parameter. Another possibility onsists in modifying the metri
funtion,
φ(z) = z2
A(z) = − ln z − λ z (19)
whih now aquires a linear term subleading in the UV regime z → 0. The
two hoies produe dierent results.
Using the expressions (18), i.e. modifying the dilaton eld, the potential
(10) beomes:
V (z) = V0(z) + λV1(z) +
λ2
4
+
m25
z2
f(z, λ) (20)
with V0(z) given in eq.(11) and
V1(z) = z +
c
2z
f(z, λ) = 1 . (21)
On the other hand, using the expressions in (19), i.e. modifying the metri
in the IR, the potential term reads as:
V (z) = V0(z) + λV˜1(z) +
c2λ2
4
+
m25
z2
f(z, λ) , (22)
where
V˜1(z) = c
(
z +
c
2z
)
f(z, λ) = e−2λz . (23)
Considering eqs.(18)-(23) one sees that the mass term is the main responsible
of the dierene between the salar and vetor ases when the geometry is
perturbed, while its eet turns out to be the same when the bakground
dilaton is modied. The obtained potentials are depited in Fig.1.
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Eq.(10) with the new potentials (20) and (22) an be solved perturba-
tively, and for small values of the parameter λ the spetra are modied:
m2n = m
2
n,(0) + λm
2
n,(1) . (24)
For the salar glueball, modifying the dilaton eld aording to (18) we
obtain for the rst three states:
m20 = 8 + λ
3
√
pi
2
m21 = 12 + λ
27
√
pi
16
(25)
m22 = 16 + λ
237
√
pi
128
.
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Figure 1: The unperturbed potential (solid line), and the potential obtained perturbing
the dilaton eld (dashed line) and the metri (dot-dashed line) for salar (left) and vetor
glueball (right) using λ = −0.2.
On the other hand, modifying the geometry aording to (19) the masses of
the rst three states the spetrum are given by:
m20 = 8 + λ
9
√
pi
2
m21 = 12 + λ
81
√
pi
16
(26)
m22 = 16 + λ
711
√
pi
128
.
Also for vetor glueballs a dierent spetrum is obtained, depending on
the perturbations (18) or (19). Modifying the dilaton eld the values of the
rst three states of the spetrum are:
9
m20 = 12 + λ
189
√
pi
128
m21 = 16 + λ
105
√
pi
64
(27)
m22 = 20 + λ
14667
√
pi
8192
,
while modifying the geometry we obtain:
m20 = 12− λ
1323
√
pi
128
m21 = 16− λ
1239
√
pi
128
(28)
m22 = 20− λ
74685
√
pi
8192
.
Therefore, when the dilaton eld is modied, the mass shifts have the same
sign in ase of salar and vetor glueballs, while the sign is opposite when the
geometry is hanged. This result is depited in Fig.2, where the mass shifts
m2n,(1) dened in (24) are plotted for the rst 11 states in ase of modied
dilaton or geometry.
0 2 4 6 8 10
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3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
m
2 n
,H
1L
0 2 4 6 8 10
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-15
-10
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0
5
10
15
20
m
2 n
,H
1L
Figure 2: Mass shifts in eq.(24) for salar (red diamonds) and vetor glueballs (blue
boxes) obtained by modifying the dilaton eld (left) or the metri funtion (right).
Dierent preditions at O(λ) for the vetor and salar glueball mass dif-
ferene are obtained modifying either the dilaton or the geometry. Modifying
the dilaton, we get
m2G1 −m2G0 = 4−
3
√
pi
128
λ (29)
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while, modifying the metri funtion, we obtain:
m2G1 −m2G0 = 4−
1899
√
pi
128
λ . (30)
Therefore, the mass splitting between vetor and salar glueballs inreases
if λ is negative, and the maximum eet is produed for the same value
of λ when the metri funtion is perturbed. This an be onsidered as an
indiation on the type of onstraints the bakground elds in the bulk must
satisfy.
5 Conlusions
We have disussed how the QCD holographi model proposed in [20℄, with
the hard IR wall replaed by a bakground dilaton eld, allows to predit
the light glueball spetrum. Salar and pseudosalar glueballs turn out to
be degenerate if the elds representing the holographi orrespondent of the
respetive QCD operators are both massless zero forms. Vetor glueballs turn
out to be heavier than the salar ones, and the dependene of their masses
on the radial quantum number is the same as obtained for ρ and higher
spin mesons. Combining the alulations of the glueball and ρ masses in the
same holographi model, the glueballs turn out to be lighter than predited
in other approahes.
We have investigated how the masses hange as a onsequene of per-
turbing the dilaton in the UV or the bulk geometry in the IR, nding that
onstraints in the the bottom-up approah an be found if information on
the spetra from other approahes is onsidered. Suh onstraints should be
taken into aount in the attempt to onstrut the QCD gravitational dual.
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